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Foreword

- CBNV aim: to encourage the willing to study, to provide basic 
tools, to generate enthusiasm in young practitioners and residents 

- Complexity of advanced arguments and issues —> basic approach
- No conclusions, just take home messages
- Slides are in English
- Questions are very welcome



- Pubmed Research

- Input: (clot) AND (analysis): 599  papers
(thrombus) AND (analysis) AND (stroke): 5138 papers
(platelets) AND (clot) AND (stroke): 46 papers

English language, inherent to the subject: > 500 papers
Papers read: 89

Papers included in the speech: >40

- Tremendous increase (N papers) in the last 10 years

Methodology
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- Part I: the imaging of the clot
- Part II: the clot analysis and the clinical impact of 

the clot in acute ischemic stroke
- Part III:  the clot and the treatment
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https://videohive.net/item/formation-of-a-blood-clot/23799241

Sources

- Heart (valvular pathologies, 
IE)

- Atheromes (plaque 
disruption/fragmentation + in 
situ thrombosis)

- Dissection and in situ 
formation

- Thrombogenic conditions 
(cancer, paraneoplastic)

- Altered coagulation
- DVT + PFO

https://videohive.net/item/formation-of-a-blood-clot/23799241


What is the best technique to retrieve it?

Is it possible to analyze the clot?

?

Age?
Biological modifications?



Properties of the clot (some of…)
Physical properties

Length
Visibility
Weight
Shape
Color

Consistence
Permeability

Histological properties

Content
Concentration
Disposition

Mechanical properties

Elasticity
Contraction (retraction)



“…both the efficacy of treatment and the appearance of 
the clot can be highly variable between patient cases”

“…thrombectomies are more likely
to be difficult in patients with conditions such as
lung cancer or a long-standing clot that is dislodged
from the aortic arch, than the fresh
RBC-rich clots…”

- High variability

Technical considerations
Clinical considerations

Etiological considerations

4 different cases



Role of the clot in the Treatment of acute ischemic stroke

And..?

Clot

Device



Endothelium: the next next next step 



Take home messages

- There are more questions than we could imagine…
- Clots have several properties (physical, histological, 
mechanical…)

- Clot presentation is extremely variable
- Clots could provide information about etiology and treatment 
response
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CT scan

Hyperdense MCA
Clot Permeability

MRI

SVS (blooming)
TL-SVS



Rationale: clot permeability 
increases 1. oxygenation of the 

distal tissue and 2. the exposition 
to the fibrinolytic agent

184/500 pts from the MR CLEAN trial with good CT image quality

How to calculate: 
1. Aligned images fron NCCT and CT-A 
2. 3 spherical ROIs (r=1 mm) at the level of the occluded MCA and in the 
contralateral vessel
3. The average of all measurements was used as the mean attenuation for thrombus 
(ρThrombus) and contralateral artery (ρArtery)

Clot Permeability

the CTA thrombus attenuation increase (Δ): the increase
of ρThrombus in the thrombus on CTA compared with NCCT

the thrombus void fraction (ε): ratio of the 
thrombus void volume over the total thrombus 

volume



Neglect for thrombus heterogeneity
Reproducibility with different manufacturers needs to be proven
Specificity and sensitivity not very high

ROC Curves: 
The optimal thresholds to categorize a thrombus as pervious was 10.9 HU for Δ
(CTA thrombus attenuation increase) with a specificity of 64% and a 
sensitivity of 64%. 
The optimal threshold for ε (thrombus void fraction) was 6.5% with a 

specificity of 66% and sensitivity of 62%



The attenuation and the void fraction increase inversely with the RBC concentration
RBC+++ ——> perviousness - - -



57 clots
Imaged with 128 
detector CT/CT-A

TAI++ —> perviousness —> RBC++ —>better clinical outcome
TAI - - —> imperviousness —> WBC/PLT +++ —> worse clinical outcome

RBC-rich clots tend to have 
higher attenuation than 
those that are platelet or 
fibrin-rich, probably owing 
to the hemoglobin 
concentration
within the clot



SVS

Hypointense signal on T2* within 
a vessel, exceeding the size of 
the homologous contralateral 
artery diameter (Blooming effect)

Reproducibility 
with different MR 

manufacturers to be 
confirmed

73 pts with MCA +/- ICA occlusion
Imaged with MRI



Clot length

CT-Hyperdense 
MCA

MR-GRE 
blooming

HMCA+ on CT and
Blooming-SVS on MRI

Are associated with longer clots (more STASIS)



Take home message 

- CT and MRI provide encouraging diagnostic tools to evaluate the 
clot (Clot permeability and SVS)

- Hyperdensity of MCA and SVS+ seem to be associated with longer 
clots

- Need for more solid and reproducible data 
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Total clot
Original clot

+
New clot formation 

(stasis)

New clot: “fresh”, 
rich in RBC

The more is the 
stasis the longer 

is the clot

1. Poor collaterals 
2. Absence of 

branching arteries at 
the level of the 
original clot



○ Objectif Essai clinique:
○ Discussion

Pi
x

el

Patient N. baseline 
NIHSS

Collateral 
grade

baseline  
ASPECTS

final TICI Complications 24 hours 
NIHSS

3 months 
mRS

24 hours 
ASPECTS

Hemorrhage Onset to 
recanalization 

(min)
1 4 3 8 3 0 1 1 8 0 196
2 26 3 5 2c 0 17 2 5 PH1 324
3 16 1 Not available 2c 0 16 4 8 PH1 216

4 19 1 3 2b 0 19 6 9 PH1 209
5 24 1 2 2b 0 26 6 0 HI2 258
6 19 3 Not available 2c 0 17 6 8 HI2 182

7 10 3 9 2b 0 6 1 8 0 195
8 22 1 6 2b 0 18 2 5 HI1 185
9 7 4 6 3 0 2 0 6 0 332

3/4 patients décédés: 75%
1/4 résultat clinique favorable: 25% 

0/5 patients décédés: 0%
4/5 résultat clinique favorable: 80% 



Clot Analysis

- Visual and tactile inspection (in Angiosuite)
- Laboratory: PHYSICAL-HISTOLOGICAL and MECHANICAL

A lot of limitations…



35% of cryptogenic strokes

Clots

Venous Arterial

White

Red (>>RBC)

(>>PLT)
Atheromatous

Virchow’s triad (alteration of:
ENDOTHELIUM
BLOOD FLOW

COAGULABILITY) 
Was present in both venous and arterial





No differences in Fibrine-Platelet/RBC ratio
Significant differences in WBC fractions

Same difference also considering
The different stroke etiologies

The real problem is that artificial 
clots have an homogeneous composition 
while human clots are HETEROGENEOUS

137 retrieved thrombi
10 artificial



Clots can be modified by the devices





Analysis is not improvised
Needs network and centralization
Protocols for correct sampling and 

analysis 

Is clot just a clot?



Macroscopically WHITE retrieved 
clots seem to be associated with 

atypical etiologies:

Infective Endocarditis
Cancer

Mechanical valve thrombi

May drive diagnostic work-up 
and treatment



31 y.o. patient
Right MCA occlusion
Fever since some days
Rectocolitis ulcerosa
Azathioprine

-TICI 3 after 1 maneuver

PCR on the clot: Candida Parapsilosis

TEE: large vegetation on the bicuspid 
Aortic valve

Antimycotic treatment
i.v. amphotericin B 300 mg/day plus i.v. 
flucitosyn(Ancotil) 1800 mg every 6 hours

3months mRS 0



Clot analysis in lab

- Clot composition: concentration of RBC, WBC, PLT
- Dosage of fibrine
- Immuno-histochemical
- Markers
- Microbiological analyses (coltural, PCR)
- Advanced analysis…



Advanced analyses…



No significant differences between cardioembolic 
and non cardioembolic clots

1. A “RED” clot is not only a RBC rich clot

2. Several cryptogenic strokes could be 
cardioembolic



Fibrine and RBC: +++ cardioembolic
WBC: +++ cryptogenetic
Cryptogenetic stroke may have a cardioembolic source



RBC: +++ cardioembolic
Fibrin +++ atheromatous
SVS+ in RBC rich clots



SVS + SVS -



Age of the clot

Early phase clots:
Hyperdense MCA
RBC = fibrine content



Mechanical properties

Clot contraction (retraction): is the active squeezing of a clot that reduces 
its volume preventing blood loss and restoring blood flow past otherwise 

obstructive thrombi

Thrombin stimulus

Fibrinogen —> fibrine

Elastic polymeric network 
with PLT adhesion and 

ACTIVATION

PLT contraction 
Actin and nonvascular myosin

Expulsion of the 
serum

Thrombus 
squeezing



Thrombin stimulus

Fibrinogen —> fibrine

Elastic polymeric network 
with PLT adhesion and 

ACTIVATION

PLT contraction 
Actin and nonvascular myosin

Expulsion of the 
serum

Thrombus 
squeezing

Packing and compression 
of RBC

(polyhedrocytes)

Impair permeability to 
fibrinolytic agents 



- Modulation effect between clot and collateral circulation 

- The color and the composition of the clot may drive the 
etiological research 

- Results are often discordant: clot Heterogeneity

- Mechanical properties of the clot should be considered 

- Analyses are complex, need centralized labs and experience     
(Clot is not just “a clot)

- Analysis only of RETRIEVED thrombi —> selection bias

- Clot analysis provides results that we cannot use at the moment 
of the treatment

- Search for indirect indicators of successful treatment or 
etiology

Take home messages
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IV r-tPA decreased 
effectiveness for >8 mm 

clots



No difference in terms of 
recanalization grade and 

clinical outcome

72 pts







202 pts with SVS evaluation 
prior to MT

- 106 treated by Stent-
retriever

- 96 by Aspiration

SVS +
> 2 passes and +++ Rescue treatment
if Aspiration is used as first-line 

technique

mTICI 2b-3 higher if Stent is used as 
first-line technique  

SVS +
mRS0-2 higher if Stent is 

used as first-line technique  

VECTOR Trial starting in October 2019



Patients treated by stent-retriever
Cardioembolic were more represented in fibrine rich clot
Results in contrast 



64 patients with M1 occlusion
Treated by Stent-retriever+Contact Aspiration
Occlusion site evaluated with CT-A and DSA

RBC-rich clots are more prone to migrate



Analysis of fragments of clots 
retrieved for each passage in patients 

treated with >1 pass

During the first 2 passes: LOWER 
fibrin composition



- Criticism about the 
technique used

- What is the message?
- We need markers to 

choose the best 
approach





- Pre-determined 
analysis

(no post-hoc design)





- Histology may provide some useful information about the 
treatment, but data are discordant (heterogeneity…) 

- RBC rich clots seems to be more respondent to stent retriever 
and clot migration 

- Irregular-shaped occlusions seem to be more respondent to 
stent-retriever

- We need useful markers (MRI, CT or DSA) to allow the best 
treatment option

Take home messages



“The essential is invisible to the eyes”

Antoine de Saint Exupéry  - Le petit prince

Thank you for your attention

onemed21@gmail.com

mailto:onemed21@gmail.com















